
 

459055 Invoxia GPS Tracker  

With the Invoxia GPS Tracker, you’ll always know where your stuff is. Set customized safe zones and 
get notifications on your phone when your car, luggage, or even kids enter or leave those areas. 
Easily access Tracker's position with your smartphone's GPS positioning. You can easily check in on 
Tracker's position with your smart phone's GPS, and unlike Bluetooth trackers, the Invoxia GPS 
Tracker lets you see where your stuff is even when it’s far away. The Invoxia GPS Tracker has a 
battery life of up to 6 months and a 3-year network subscription is included. 

Invoxia’s GPS Tracker doesn’t require a SIM card or a mobile subscription. It uses low-consumption 
networks to be more autonomous and efficient than other trackers. Furthermore, Invoxia’s GPS 
Tracker is sold without any additional cost: a 3-year subscription to low-consumption networks is 
included. After the first three years, access to the service only costs $9.99 per year, equating to $0.83 
per month (subscription through the app). 

• Invoxia GPS Tracker send its location in the Invoxia GPS app. 
• Set geographic areas and you'll be notified when the Invoxia GPS Tracker enters or leaves 

them. 
• Choose a period of time, and see the precise route your Invoxia GPS Tracker took during that 

time. 
• GPS positioning, no distance limitation 
• No SIM card required, Invoxia GPS Tracker uses low power network and the subscription is 

included for 3 years! 
• Get notifications on your smartphone of entering and leaving customized areas 
• Invoxia GPS Tracker sends its position every 10 minutes when it is moving (depending on 

settings, network and coverage) 
• Display the precise route of a chosen period 
• Rechargeable through Micro USB; cable provided 

Important note:  

Outside of France and Switzerland, the Invoxia GPS Tracker uses the Sigfox RC1 network. Since the 
network is not yet fully developed everywhere, it is recommended to check the local network 
coverage at https://www.sigfox.com/en/coverage before buying. 
 
By now the use of the GPS tracker is recommended only in the following countries: Spain, Germany, 
Portugal, Luxembourg, Belgium, the Netherlands, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Ireland (including 
Northern Ireland), England, Denmark and Italy (only cities in the north as well as Rome and Naples) . 

 

 


